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THE LATTICE OF PSEUDOVARIETIES
OF INVERSE SEMIGROUPS

T. E. H A L L A N D K. G. J O H N S T O N

As introduced by Eilenberg and Schutzenberger, a pseudovariety is
a class of finite algebras closed under the formation of homomorphic
images, subalgebras and direct products of finitely many algebras.
Many previous results about the lattice of varieties of inverse semi-
groups are found to have analogues for the lattice of pseudovarieties of
(finite) inverse semigroups. In particular, certain intervals are modu-
lar, including the interval consisting of the pseudovarieties of groups.

1. Introduction and summary. A pseudovariety , introduced by Eilen-
berg and Schutzenberger [8], is a class of finite algebras closed under
forming homomorphic images, subalgebras, and finite direct products
(each class of algebras considered will be assumed to consist of alge-
bras all of the same type). As usual, we consider inverse semigroups
to have two operations, that of multiplication, and that of inversion,
so that just as the class J" of all inverse semigroups is a variety, the
class of all finite inverse semigroups J ^ is a pseudovariety.

Finite semigroups have long been a part of language and automata
theory (Eilenberg [7], Lallement [13]), since each recognizable lan-
guage has a finite syntactic semigroup and each automaton has a finite
action semigroup. Not only do pseudovarieties give a natural way of
classifying finite algebras generally, but also pseudovarieties of semi-
groups are in a natural one-to-one correspondence with varieties of
recognizable (or rational) languages [7, Vol. B, Theorem 3.4s].

Finite inverse semigroups and injective (or reversible) automata are
now also studied in automata theory, for example in [10, 12, 14, 15,
16, 19, 21]. The pseudovariety of semigroups generated by J"F was
shown by Ash [3] to be the pseudovariety of (finite) semigroups with
all idempotents commuting, which we denote by S^iCtF. The variety
of languages corresponding to S?iCiF has been described by Margo-
lis and Pin ([15, Theorem 5.2] and [16]). Of course each subpseu-
dovariety of ^ / C , F also corresponds to a variety of languages, and this
correspondence has in part been studied by Ash, Hall and Pin [4].
Consider a map OL:&SPO{<&IC,F) -* -2/wP50> given by 3d a = ^ n / f
(here &spυ{&ιc,F) denotes the lattice of (semigroup) pseudovarieties
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contained in ^CtF9 and ^fpv(^F) denotes the lattice of (inverse semi-
group) pseudovarieties contained in *fF). This a is easily shown to
be a complete lattice homomorphism from the following well known
results: (i) Reg(S), the set of regular elements of a semigroup S, is an
inverse subsemigroup of S if the idempotents of S commute; and (ii)
for any morphism φ: S -> T of a finite semigroup S onto a semigroup
T, each regular element of T is an image of a regular element of S
[22, Proposition 3.2(d)], that is, Reg(S> = Reg(Γ) (since trivially
Reg(S)φ c Reg(Γ)). Each a o a~ι class is thus a complete sublattice,
and hence an interval, of &spυ(&ιctF)\ i*1 fact w e can easily see that
for each &> e ^fpv{^F) we have 3* a o a~ι = [{^)spVί (^)maxL where

(or (^)min) say, is the semigroup pseudovariety generated by
°, and

= {S e <9>ic>F: R e g ( 5 ) e &>}.

Since <5?^(^C)Jp)/(^°^~1) = ^ ( ^ ) , our study of -S^pίO is a step
in the study of -&spυ(<&ίc,F) a n d the corresponding lattice of varieties
of languages.

After preliminaries in §2, we consider in §3 the lattice of pseudova-
rieties of groups, -Spv^f ), obtaining a monomorphism into the lattice
of &gυ{β?) of generalized varieties of groups, and we deduce <S?pv(&F)
is modular.

In §4, joins with the pseudovariety &F of groups are considered, and
the map </>:^(J^) -> [ ^ ^ ( J ^ ) ] , given by &φ = &>\J&F for each
& G J^w(*>5r), is shown to be a complete lattice morphism, and in §5
the intervals ^φoφ"1 are characterized and shown to be modular.

In §6, meets with &F are considered, and the map ψ\^fpυ{^F) ->
-2/W(^F), gi γ e n by ^ψ = &>n&F for each ^ € - S ^ p ^ ) , is shown to
be a complete lattice morphism.

In §7, the lowest three intervals of §5 are shown to form a sublat-
tice isomorphic to the direct product of Jΐfpv(&F) and a three-element
chain, and so in particular forms a modular lattice.

We omit those proofs which are similar to proofs of the correspond-
ing results for varieties of inverse semigroups (as in the text [18] by
Petrich), indicating what modifications suffice to yield our results.

2. Preliminaries.

Result 2.1 ([9, Theorem 5] and [11, Theorem V.3.2]). The maxi-
mum congruence contained in Green's relation %? on any regular semi-
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group S, μ = μ(S) say, is given by

μ = {(a,b) e&Ί for some [for each pair of] J^-related inverses

a1 of a and b1 of b, a'ea = b'eb for each idempotent e < aa1}.

If S is an inverse semigroup, then

μ = {((2, b) eS x S:a~ιea = b~ιeb for each idempotent e e S}.

For congruences p, σ on algebras 5, Γ respectively, define a congru-
ence pxσ on the direct product Sx Γ by, for all (51, t\), (s2Λi) G Sx Γ,
C?i > *i) (P χ σ) {$!> h) if and only if Si/λŝ  and ίiσ/2.

The following result can now be routinely proved from Result 2.1.

Result 2.2. For any regular semigroups S and T,
(i) μ(S x T) = μ(S) x μ(T), and

(ii) the map (S x T)/μ -> (5///) x (Γ///) given by (s, t)μ h-> (j//, tμ)
is (well-defined and) an isomorphism.

Following Ash [2], by a generalized variety we mean a class of alge-
bras closed under the operations of forming all homomorphic images,
all subalgebras, all products of finitely many algebras, and all pow-
ers (and we denote these operations by H, S, Pf, Pow respectively).
It is easily checked [2, Theorem 1 and Comments] that the general-
ized variety {£?)&, generated by any class X of algebras, is given by

We denote by «%* the class of all finite algebras. For any class X of
algebras, (X)V9 and (Jf)pυ denote the variety and the pseudovariety
(when X c 9in) respectively, generated by X.

Result 2.3 (implicit in [2]). For any finite set 3£ of finite algebras,
(i)

(ii)

Proof, (i) ffigv = HSP/Pow(^) = HSP(^) = (Jr)υ.
(ii) From [2, Theorem 2], {3?)pυ = ( ^ ) ^ n ^ ^ , so from (i), (Jf)pv =

Each pseudovariety is determined by an ω-sequence of identities
[8], in the sense that for each pseudovariety iP there is an ω-sequence
[ui = V/]/€N (where N = {1, 2, 3 , . . . }) of identities such that a finite
algebra A is in & if and only if A ultimately satisfies [w/ = V/]/GN

(in the sense that there exists n G N such that A satisfies u\ — v\
for all / > n)9 and conversely, for each ω-sequence of identities, the
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class of those finite algebras that ultimately satisfy the sequence is a
pseudovariety.

We denote by [w, = ^/]f|N the pseudovariety so determined by
[Ui = Vi]ieN.

An important pseudovariety of inverse semigroups, with no vari-
ety counterpart, is gjr, the class of finite combinatorial (or ^-trivial)
inverse semigroups. Clearly, WF is given, within Jγ, by Wf =

3. Pseudovarieties of groups. We show that there is a monomor-
phism from the lattice 5?pv(&f) of pseudovarieties of groups into the
lattice -2^ (&) of generalized varieties of groups, which (from Ash's
results [2, Theorem 1 and Comments]) is isomorphic to the lattice
J2?v (&) of ideals of the lattice Sfv (&) of varieties of groups. By Craw-
ley and Dilworth [6, 9.1], the lattice of ideals of a lattice L satisfies the
same identities as the lattice L, so we will obtain that « 2 ^ , ( ^ F ) satisfies
each identity satisfied by -2?,(^), and so, in particular, is modular.

For any variety y, it is natural to consider the map Gen from
the lattice Sfpv (2^) of pseudovarieties contained in Ψ' to the lattice
<5^(2^) of generalized varieties contained in Ψ°, which maps each
& G <&pV{y) to Gen(^) = (&)&, the generalized variety generated
by &. From [2, Theorem 2] it follows that Gen(^) Π 9^M = ̂ , so
the map Gen is one-to-one. For any &>,& e ^fpV(^), it is easily seen
that G e n ( ^ \/pv S) = Gen(^) V^ Gen(^) (where \/pv denotes join
in .2^(30 and V^ denotes join in β S ^ ( ^ ) ) ; that is, Gen:-2^(3^) ->
^fgvi^) is a V-moφhism. C. J. Ash found a necessary and sufficient
condition for Gen to be an n-morphism.

LEMMA 3.1 (C. /. Ash, private communication). For any variety <V,
the following are equivalent

(i) for all A, B e T n 9ΪΊ there exists C e <V n ̂ u such that

(ii) for all &>, S e -2^(3^), Gen(^) Π Gen(^) = G e n ( ^ n a).

Proof. (i)=Kϋ). Take any algebra X e Gen(^) n Gen(^). Then
there is a finite subset si of & such that X G (fif)V9 whence X e {A)υ,
where A is the direct product of the algebras in J / . Likewise there
exists a finite algebra B e& such that X e (B)υ. From condition (i),
(A)v (Ί (B)υ = (C)υ for some

C G (A)υ n (B)υ nMw = (A)pv n {B)pv c

from Result 2.3.
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Thus X e {C)v c Gen(^n^f), so Gen(^)nGen(
The reverse containment is trivial.

(ii)=>(i). Take any finite algebras A, B e^ and put & = {A)pv and

By condition (ii), Gen(^) Π Gen(^) = G e n ( ^ Π S). As in [2],
Gen(^) = Gen(Λ) = HSP f Pow(Λ) = HSP(Λ) = (A)υ; and likewise
Gen(^) = (B)v, so (A)υ Π (B)v = G e n ( ^ Π^).

Let Fω be the free algebra on countably many generators in the
variety (A)v Π {B)v = G e n ( ^ n &) = HSP/ Pow(^ Π &). Then there
exists a finite subset X of 30 n & such that

Fω e HSP/Pow(^) = HSPpf) = (Jf)υ = (C)v,

where C is the direct product of all the algebras in ̂ . Now

C G # Π ^ = (A)pυn{B)pv c (A)vn(B)v = (Fω),, c

so (Λ)t, Π (^)t = (C)υ as required.

LEMMA 3.2. For any finite groups A, B, there exists a finite group C
such that (A)v n {B)v = (C)υ.

Proof. First recall from Neumann [17, Definition 51.31] that a finite
group 4̂ is called critical if it does not belong to the variety generated
by its proper factors. Recall [17, Definition 51.51] that a group variety
'V is called a Cross variety if (i) "V is locally finite, (ii) the laws of
*V are finitely based, and (iii) the number of non-isomorphic critical
groups in *V is finite.

Then the Oates and Powell theorem [17, Theorem 52.11] states that
the variety generated by a finite group is a Cross variety. Thus (A)v

and (B)υ are Cross varieties, so by [17, Theorem 51.52] we have that
the subvariety {A)vn{B)v is a Cross variety; let C be the direct product
of the finitely many non-isomorphic critical groups in (A)υ n (B)v. By
[17, Remark 51.41], (A)v n {B)v is generated by its critical groups,
whence (A)v Π (B)v = (C)υ, giving the lemma.

THEOREM 3.3. The map Gen:£?pv(&F) -> -2^(5?), given by Gen(^)
= {&)&, is a monomorphism. Thus 2"pv(^p) satisfies each identity
satisfied by S?v{^), and in particular is modular.

Proof. The first statement follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. The
second statement follows from the first, as was shown at the beginning
of this section.
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4. Joins with the pseudovariety of groups. We denote by % and
&F the pseudovariety of all finite groups and the class of all finite,
fundamental inverse semigroups, respectively, while & denotes the
class of all fundamental inverse semigroups.

THEOREM 4.1. For any pseudovarieties &>, & of inverse semigroups

Proof, Recall that a finite inverse semigroup is covered by a finite
^-unitary inverse semigroup (the construction in the proof of [18,
Lemma VII.4.4] preserves finiteness), and recall that hence any finite
inverse semigroup is covered by a subdirect product ofS/μ and a finite
group G (the proof of [18, Theorem VII.4.8] also yields this result for
finite inverse semigroups).

The proof of Kleinman's result [18, Theorem XII.2.4] for varieties
now yields Theorem 4.1.

COROLLARY 4.2. For any pseudovarieties 3d, & of inverse semigroupsf

COROLLARY 4.3. For any pseudovariety 90 of inverse semigroups,

Proof. Together with the result that a finite inverse semigroup S is
covered by a subdirect product of S/μ and a finite group G, the proof
of [18, Corollary XII2.6] also proves Corollary 4.3.

For any class JΓ of inverse semigroups we define

= {S/μ IS e

COROLLARY 4.4. (i) For any class 3? of finite inverse semigroups,
)pv Γ\3Γ

F = {^lμ)Pv Γί9JF.
(ii) For any class Jί of inverse semigroups {3?)v n ^ " = (Jf/μ)v

Proof (i) Trivially, ψfjμ)pv Π^F C (JT)pυ n&F. Take any 5 E X
Since S/μ e JΓ/μ we have S e (^/μ)Pv V&F, by Corollary 4.3. Hence
(^)pv Q (JΓ/μϊpυV&F and so {^)pvy^F C (&lμ)p»\/&F9 and then
by Theorem 4.1 we have (^)pv ί l ^ C {3?/μ)pυ Π^F, giving equality,
as required.
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(ii) An entirely similar proof to the proof of (i), using [18, Theorem
XII.2.4 and Corollary XII.2.6], gives statement (ii).

COROLLARY 4.5. For any pseudovariety & of inverse semigroupsf if
& is determined by the ω-sequence of identities [Uj = ^/]/ 6 N say, then
3°\lgp is determined by the ω-sequence [u~ιt~ιtiUi = v~ιt~ιtiVi]ie^f

where each t[ is not in the content ofui and ofvi.

Proof, Simple modifications of the proof of [18, Corollary XII.2.7]
(for example, replacing "satisfies ua = va for all a e A" by "satisfies
Ui = Vi for all i > n, for some n") gives a proof of Corollary 4.5.

THEOREM 4.6. The mapping φ: 3*pv {SF) -+ [&F, S?pv (<JF)] defined by
3°φ = &> v &F for each £P e Sfpv{Jrp), is a complete lattice morphism.
The φoφ~ι congruence class containing any & e ^PV{^F) is given by

Proof. For any indexed set {^ | / G /} of pseudovarieties of inverse
semigroups we have that trivially

k iel ' iel

and, from Corollary 4.3 we have that

) \ \

= f | { ^ e J?F I S/μ e &i} =
iel iel

so φ is a complete lattice morphism.

Part of the proof of [18, Theorem XII.2.8] is easily changed to
prove that &φ o φ~ι = [{&> n &F)F»& V S?F], but the following is
slightly simpler. Take any S E &φ o φrx\ then έPφ = Sφ, that is,

, whence3°Π&F = βΠ&F from Corollary 4.2. Thus

whence β e [(3d Γ\ 3^}Pv,<&> V &F]> and so 3Pφoφ~x c

To prove the converse we first note that ( ^ n ^F)PV Π &p =
Π ̂ , whence ( ^ Π &F)PV V ̂ Γ = ^ v % by Corollary 4.2, and
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that trivially ( ^ v ^ r ) V ^ = ^ V ^ F ; thus ψ6r\SΓ

F)pv e^φoφ~ι and
3? V % e ^ 0 o 0" 1 , and since a congruence class of a lattice contains
the interval between any comparable pair that it contains, we have

as required.

5. Modularity of certain intervals. We show that for each & e
^fpv{^F), the interval [{&> ^SΓ

F)pv>^ N &F\ is modular. The corre-
sponding result for varieties, due to Reilly [20] (see also [18, Theorem
XII.2.8]), was proved from the fact that the idempotent-separating
congruences on a regular semigroup form a modular lattice, by us-
ing idempotent-separating, fully invariant congruences on a relatively
free inverse semigroup, for which there seems to be no counterpart in
pseudovarieties. We prove our result from Reilly's result.

By a locally finite variety we mean a variety in which each member is
locally finite (that is, in which each finite subset of each member gen-
erates a finite subalgebra). For clarity, we sometimes use the symbols
Mv and Mpv for the join of varieties and the join of pseudovarieties
respectively.

LEMMA 5.1. For any locally finite varieties W and W,

Proof. The containment of the class on the right in the class on the
left is trivial.

So take any A e *V vυ W. Then there exist V e V and W e 2Γ,
a subdirect product B of V and W, and a morphism φ: B —• A of B
onto A (it follows that A, and thence <V \/υ W, are locally finite).

Now suppose further that A e {T Vv 2Γ) n M*. For each a e A
choose ba E aψ~x\ then without loss of generality B is generated by
the finite set {ba' a € A}, whence B is finite. Hence V and W are
finite, whence V e TT\ &*, W ̂ W Γ\9ΪΛ and so A = Bφ e [T Π
&*)Vpυ(wn&*). Thus (^v
which gives equality as required.

THEOREM 5.2. For each 3d e - 2 ^ , p H the interval [{&> Γ\&F)PV>

is modular.

Proof. Take any 2P, y, Z e [{&> Π ̂ F)PV^ V &F\ with 3? c Z.
Then (as in any lattice) 8? V (y r\Z) C (βf \jy) Γ\Z, so now we show
the opposite inclusion.
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Take any S e (af V y) n Z. Then there exist l e / J e ^ . a
subdirect product T of X and Y, and a morphism φ of T onto S.

Define 2 " = (X,(X x Y)/μ)υ, T = (£(*• x Y)/μ)υ and 5 " =
(S,X, (X x y)/μ)υ. Then af c jr'; we show that Sf ,y',Z' satisfy
the modularity equation JT' v (£" Π Z') = (af V ̂ ") n Z'.

Since (X x Y)/μ = (X/μ) x (y/μ) (Result 2.2 (ii)), we see that
af = {X,Y/μ)υ, and ^ " = (Y,X/μ)v, and by Corollary 4.4 (ii) we
have that

jr'n 5̂  = (x/μ, Y/μ)v n&- = y'n$r.

Also S e(XxY)pv so S/μ 6 ( 1 x 7 ) ^ whence S/μ e ( I x 7>pϋ

{{X x Y)/μ)pvn&F by Corollary 4.4 (i). Hence

5" Π 9" = (S/μ, X/μ, (X x Y)/μ)υ

again by Corollary 4.4(ii). Thus ^", ^ ' , 5" all belong to the interval
\(%"Γ\9r)v, %"VV&\ of ^ ( ^ Γ ) , and this interval is modular, by Reilly's
result [18, Theorem XII.2.8]. Thus

s G {af yv y') n 3? = af vυ

and so

Se&*n [af vυ (^' n z')]
= (Λv» n <r') vpt) [ ( ^ n ̂ ' ) n {&» n ̂ ')1

(by Lemma 5.1, since 3?',y',Z' are locally finite)

= (X, (X x Y)/μ)pυ Vpv [(Y, (X x Y)/μ)pv Π (5, ΛΓ, (X x 7 ) / / ^ ]

(by Result 2.3(ii))

since (Xx Y)/μ €
Thus (<T Vpυ |<) DZ C J^ vpι) (|^ ΠZ), which completes the proof.

We shall now show that the map "V H-» 2^ n ̂ /? of Lemma 5.1 is an
isomorphism from a certain lattice of varieties to a certain lattice of
pseudovarieties.

For locally finite varieties T and 2Γ, since 2^ n 3Γ and V \lυ W are
also locally finite, we see that the set 2ΊfV{^) of locally finite subva-
rieties of a variety ^ forms a (not necessarily complete) sublattice of
the lattice of all subvarieties of %.

By a locally finite pseudovariety 3° we mean one such that the gen-
erated variety (S°)v is locally finite. It is easily seen that the set of
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locally finite pseudovarieties in a variety % forms a (not necessarily
complete) sublattice, ^ϊfpΌ{^\ of^pυ(%S).

Agliano and Nation also obtained Theorem 5.3 (i) [1, Lemma 1.4(i)],
and Theorem 5.3(ii) in the case where ^ is locally finite (whence

and &lfpυ{W) = S?pv(%)) [1, Lemma 1.4 (iii)].

THEOREM 5.3. (i) If 3D is a locally finite pseudovariety, then (3d)v n

(ii) For any variety %f, the map "V f-> Ψ* n 9%^ is an isomorphism of
&φ{$ί), the lattice of locally finite subvarieties of%, to Lιfpυ{^)t the
lattice of locally finite pseudovarieties in %/. The inverse isomorphism
maps each 3° G Lifpυ(^) to

Proof, (i) Trivially &> c {&>)υ n 9i*. Take any A e (0°)v Π 9ϊ*.
Then there exist algebras Q, / G /, in 90, a subdirect product B
of the C/? / G /, and a morphism φ:B -± A oϊ B onto A. For
each α e i choose an element bα G α^" 1 c B, and put 5 ' = ({bα \
α G A}), the subalgebra of 5 generated by {^ | α G yί}. Since («^)υ

is locally finite, Bf is finite, and is a subdirect product of algebras C ,
/ G /, where each C is a subalgebra of Cz. As B1 is finite, there are
essentially only finitely many morphisms from B' onto algebras (one
for each congruence on Bf), so by discarding repeats, we have that
B1 is isomorphic to a subdirect product of finitely many Cz"s. Thus
A = B'φ G 30, whence ψQ)v ϊλSftn C ̂ , which completes the proof.

(ii) A locally finite variety is generated by its finite members, that is,
for each Ύ e -2?/v(20, we have <V = ( ^ Π ^ ^ ) ^ . Hence the map T *-+
Ψ' ϊλSfcα sends Jϊήfv(%f) to S?\fpv{jt/), and further is one-to-one. From
part (i), the map is onto. From Lemma 5.1, the map is a V-morphism,
and trivially it is an n-morphism. Thus it is an isomorphism. Since
yr = (TΉ^w)υ for each <V G -2/^,(^), the inverse isomorphism maps
3° to {&>)υ, for each & e

REMARK 5.4. For & = ,f>, the pseudovariety of finite groups, the
proof specializes to a different proof (to that of Theorem 3.3) that
-&PV(&F) is modular, simply by deleting all mention of (X x Y)/μ, X/μ
and Y/μ (the purpose of including (X x Y)/μ is to put %", y\ Z1 into
a suitable subinterval of Jϊ?υ(<f)). J. B. Nation noted that this proof
applied to any modular lattice Sfv{$ί) of all subvarieties of a variety
^ , yielding that the lattice -2^(20 of pseudovarieties in % is also
modular. He then modified the proof (private communication) to deal
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with arbitrary term functions (not just <T V(J^ΓΊ^) and
thereby obtaining the result that, for any variety ^ of any algebras,
<2?pv(%f) satisfies each identity satisfied by i ^ ( ^ ) (see [1, Corollary
2.6], where this result appears with a different proof).

REMARK 5.5. C. J. Ash (private communication) generalized the
just mentioned result and the result [6, 9.1] that the lattice of ideals
<y{L) of a lattice L satisfies the same identities as L, by proving that an
algebraic lattice satisfies the same identities as its sublattice generated
by its compact elements (under finite meets and joins). To deduce [6,
9.1], merely note that the compact elements in <y{L) are the principal
ideals, and L is isomorphic to its lattice of principal deals. To deduce
[1, Corollary 2.6], first note that the compact elements of <Sfpυ(%?) are
the finitely generated pseudovarieties (those generated by one finite
algebra). Now from Theorem 5.3 (ii) one can show [1, Corollary
2.6]. Key results proved by Ash as part of his proof of this joint
generalization were the following: (i) if L is an algebraic lattice and
{Xi I / e /} and {yj\jeJ} are upwardly directed subsets of L, then

(Vieiχi) Λ (VjeJxj) = V(ieijejχi Λ xj a n d (ϋ) f o r anY ^"arY lattice
term function p and any elements a\, a2,..., an in an algebraic lattice
L, p(a\, a2,..., an) = \f{p(c\, c2,..., cn) | each a is compact and ct <
at}.

6. Meets with the pseudovariety of groups. The following lemma is
analogous to the result that {J^)pυ Γ\^f = (^/μ)pv n&p for any class
3£ of finite inverse semigroups (Corollary 4.4 (i)). By Subgroups(^)
we mean the class of all groups which are subgroups of members of a
class X.

LEMMA 6.1. For any class 3? of finite inverse semigroups, {^)pυ Π
&F = (Subgroupspf ));,<;.

Proof. Of course (Subgroups^))^ c (J?)pv Π^F- Take any G e
(Jf)pv D&f. Then there exist C\, C 2 , . . . , Cn e X, an inverse subsemi-
group T of C\ x Cι x x Cn, and a morphism φ of T onto G. Then as
in [22] there exists a subgroup H of T such that Hφ = G (simply put
H = He, the ^-class of T containing e, any minimal idempotent of
the subsemigroup Gφ~ι of T). Since H < C\ x C2 x x Cn we have
H < G\ x G2 x x Gn for some groups Gz < Q, / = 1, 2,..., n. Thus
G e (Gx,G2,...,Gn)pv c (Subgroups(^))^, whence {5f)pv nϊ?F c

, which completes the proof.
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REMARK 6.2. It is not always the case that

since for X the class of [finite] combinatorial inverse semigroups,
(JT)υ = J" [18, Lemma XII. 1.7] whence {^)υ n 9 = 9, while
(Subgroups^)),, is the trivial variety. Likewise, not all of the ana-
logue for varieties of the following theorem is true; see [18, Theorems
XII.3.2 and Exercise XII.3.8(iv)].

THEOREM 6.3. The map ψ defined by ^ψ = & n &F> for each &> e
-&PV(*/F)> is a complete lattice morphism of £?pv{<yF) onto
Each ψ o ψ~x congruence class is an interval oj

Proof. Take any set {^ | / € / } of pseudovarieties of inverse semi-
groups. From Lemma 6.1, we have

iel

Trivially, (Γ\i€l^i)n9F = Π / € / ( ^ n^/r), so ψ is a complete lattice
morphism. In particular, each ψ o ψ~ι class of ^fpv(^F) is a com-
plete sublattice of - 2 ^ p ^ ) and hence is an interval (since J z ^ p ^ ) is
complete).

Clearly the interval containing each & G o g ^ p ^ ) is given by

Π9F)],

where Max(^ Π 9F) = {5 e

REMARK 6.4. The congruence ^ = (φ o φ~ι) n (^ o ψ~ι) is nontriv-
ial, which can be seen by modifying Reilly's ingenious example [18,
Example XII.3.6]. Replace Z by Zn, the additive group of integers
modulo n (with n > 1), and replace sύ9> the variety of abelian groups,
by srf§ntF, the pseudovariety of finite abelian groups of exponent n. Of
course one also replaces sf,9 and (B\) by < p̂, ̂ > and (i?2)/w respec-
tively. These modifications also show that the lattice ^
is not modular (cf. [18, Corollary XII.3.7]).
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7. The lowest three intervals.
NOTATION.

3" denotes the class of one element (or trivial) semigroups.
2?2 denotes the five element combinatorial Brandt semigroup.
& = (B2)υ,3tF = (B2)Pv = &ΐ\9ί*.
5? = the variety of semilattices.
&>F = the pseudovariety of finite semilattices =S*Γ) S%n>.
[u = v, Ui = ^/]f|N denotes the pseudovariety determined by the

ω-sequence

in which every second identity is u = v.
Thus S e [u = v, Ui = V|]/^N means that S satisfies u = υ and, for

some n, satisfies uι == vι for all i > n.
Put ,5^/τ = [xx"1}; == yxx~xγυ, the pseudovariety of all finite Clif-

ford semigroups (that is, all finite semigroups which are semilattices
of groups). The next theorem shows that S?F V S?p — &&F\ w e study
the modular interval

THEOREM 7.1. If&> = [wz = v/]^ N is a group pseudovariety, then

of finite semilattices of groups in 3°

= {S € J*F IS is a subdirect product of groups in 30

with possibly a zero adjoined}.

Conversely, any pseudovariety & consisting of Clifford semigroups
and not consisting only of groups satisfies

Proof. The proofs of [18, Theorems II.2.6 and XII.4.3 and Lemma
XII.4.4] also suffice for this theorem.

REMARK 7.2. Recall from §1 that ^iCtF denotes the pseudovari-
ety of finite semigroups with idempotents commuting, and recall the
following definition (for each & € J z ^ p ^ ) ) :

(^)maχ = {S e <9>iCtF I Reg(S) c ^ } .

Then from Theorem 7.1, the semigroup pseudovarieties (̂ )maχ> for
each & e \¥F,<S^F\ are precisely those considered by Ash, Hall and
Pin in [4], and for which the corresponding varieties of languages are
found.
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C O R O L L A R Y 7.3.

and

By [18, Proposition XII.4.6] the class SZ? of strict inverse semi-
groups (subdirect products of groups and Brandt semigroups) is a va-
riety, determined by the identity ww~x = w~ιw where w = yxy~ι.
It follows that St^F, the class of finite strict inverse semigroups, is a
pseudovariety, determined by the same identity; that is

&L?F — [ww~ι = w~ιw, w = yxy~ι]pv.

Likewise, from [18, Proposition XII.4.8] it follows that

&F = [w2 = w,w = yxy~ι]pv

= {S e J^F IS is a (finite) subdirect product of (finite)

combinatorial Brandt semigroups if |*S| > 1}.

For any ω-sequence of identities [«/ = Vi]ieN, there are at most No

variables involved, say X\,X2,X3, Thus u\ = vt could be written
as Ui(x\, X2, X3,...) = Vi{x\ ,X2,X3, -)9 though of course only finitely
many of JCI , AΓ2, JC3,... actually occur in the two words wz and Vf. We
write (xk) = (x\,x2,X3, . ) andUi(xk) = Vi{xk)forUi{xx,x2,x3>.. ) =

Vi(Xi,X2,X3,-..)-

As in [18], for any inverse semigroup word w, the notation w e G
means the identity ww~ι = w~ιw, and w e E means the identity
w2 = w.

THEOREM 7.4. If& = [u^x^) = Vi(Xk)]ieN is any group pseudova-
riety, then

& ypv ^F = [yxy~ι e G, Ui(ykxky^ι)[Vi(ykxky^ι)Γι e E]ieN

= {S e SίTF I Subgroups(S) c ^ }

= {S eJ^lS is a (finite) subdirect product of groups in &

and (finite) Brandt semigroups over groups in

Proof. The proof of [18, Theorem XΠ.4.10] suffices also to prove
Theorem 7.4. Note that in particular 5> \/pυ 38F =

The following analogue of [18, Proposition XII.4.13] is easily proved
(Y2 denotes the two element semilattice, and a strict pseudovariety
means one containing only strict inverse semigroups).
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THEOREM 7.5. For any & e -S

(i) 3s is a group pseudovariety if and only ifY2 $ 3D,
(ii) 3d is a Clifford pseudovariety if and only ifBi φ 3°,

(iii) 3> is a strict pseudovariety if and only ifB\ <£ 3d.

COROLLARY 7.6. In the lattice <5

(i) S?F is the least nongroup pseudovariety,
(ii) £$F is the least non-Clifford pseudovariety,

(iii) (B\)pυ is the least nonstrict pseudovariety,
(iv) Γ <S>F<3BF<(B\)pΌ.

Note that from Corollary 7.6 (ii) and (iv), we have that 3*pv{βF) is
the three element chain.

LEMMA 7.7. Let 9° be a strict pseudovariety which is not a Clifford
pseudovariety. Then 3D = (β* n &F) V3BF.

Proof. The proof of [18, Lemma XΠ.4.15] also suffices to prove
Lemma 7.7.

THEOREM 7.8. The function χ:^fpv(S^F) -> S>pv{βF) x £?
given by 3°χ = ψ> Π 3SF, 3* Π &F) for each 3? e S?pυ{Sί^F)9 is a lattice
isomorphism.

Proof. The proof of [18, Theorem XΠ.4.16] also suffices to prove
Theorem 7.8.

COROLLARY 7.9. The lattice ^fpv(SίfF) is modular.

Proof. Now Sfpv{&F) is modular, by Theorem 3.3 or Theorem 5.2,
and the three element chain Sfpv (βF) is modular, so ̂ pυ (βF) xJΐ?pv {&F)

is also modular.
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